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Example of jellybeans causingacne
20 colors investigated
A 0.05

Hoj color j jellybeandoesnot lead to ache
Haj It does

IPCreject atleastone nullhypothesis1 allwere true1
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Without controlling for fWER we can expect with
highprobability to reject at least one Hojincorrectly
we'll findthat somecolor jelly bean causes acne
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Sowe shouldcorrect formultiplecomparisons



First strategy Control for FWER
Method Bonferroni'S correction

RejectHojwhenthe pvalue of thetest Pjs d
m

This will guarantee that FWERE2

Jellybeanexample
FWER l fl 02.005120

0 0488 V

But now our Pvalue cut off is
drastically reduced

leads to rarely rejecting
leads to increased type II error
for each test
leads to lowpower for each
test

Typically we refer to Bonferroni as a
conservative strategy because we will
have few rejections
There are applications wherebeing
conservative on rejection is desired
Ex Malware detection

Pharmaceutical trials
Gene activation



Question How can we specify a multiple comparisons
strategy that is lessconservative and
more Powerful j
D we can try alternativemethodstocontrolEWER
but in general these are still conservative

2 Wecanlook at alternative criterions toEWER
A Popular one is the false discovery rate fDR

Recall EWER PChaving at leastone ID in m tests
To slackentherestrictions of EWER we can
allow for a few more FD'S
FDR does this
Recall the ofrejections from M tests

of false rejections

Ir Therateof falsediscoverybutnote that V is an unknownrandom
Quantity

FDR IE Vg Rz EIV 3
Max R13

We'd like to control FDR
i e to ensure that FDRE N l

Thankfully in 1995BenjaminandHochberg
developed a strategy that guarantees l
ThePaper Controlling the falsediscovery rate
is themost citedstatistical Paper out there
53,710 at April2nd 2019 compared to
the Lasso paper from 1996 w 27549



BH stepup procedure
setup L orders pvaluesfromsmallest to largest

Pu I Pez I I Pcm where Pcj jthsmallest
pvalue

2 Find thelargest K Such that
Fck E Em4 and Pcj E Im2 for all j I ik
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m f gon reject
o Failtoreject

rank j
3 Reject all hypothesis j L k

Noles

ASthe rank of thePvalueincreases thecutoff
increases linearly
Ex Pa is rejected if I Bon Noni

Pcm is rejected if Ed no adjustment

Myproperty If the hypothesistests are independent
then running the set up procedure
guarantees FDR E 9
If not independent this holds approx
as m 7



In class excersice

Simulate 1,000 U10,1 treat as pvalues
1 Reject w no Corr
2 Bonferroni
3 B H
rejection

Note Canapproximate FDR lE v1R
UsingMonteCarlo Max9415

simulation

Once we run stepup for Bonferroni we can
calculate the observed false discovery proportion
fdp as fdD I d observed if weknow

whichhypoth are the

If Ho is true onecan show that p val UCO l

Bonferroni a corrected P value willbe m Pvalve lift 4 reject
In stepup it will be for the ith smallest P valve

PIT mi if Ey reject



HOWdo fDR 4 FWER compare


